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A night in the
, woods

0n a full moon niqht,
In a lonely wood I stood,
Frightened at first in the
wild thicket.

I had no choice but to wait
for the dawn,

Moreover, until then I had to
stay in quiescence.

Under an oak tree I sat,
0bserving the shimmering
stars in the black,

Just then a gust of child
wind went around,

And I heard a deep sweet
sound.

BHARGAV S GOUDAiIAIIGR, VI.B,
Army,Public School, Dhaula (uan

Mountains glancing from
high above

ln addition, the leaves all
dancing about.

I sat on the soft grass with
dewdrops on it
And enjoying everything.

The owls hooting,

Wind flowing,

Animals rushing and play-
ing.

A golden deer and a litile
beai
From a distance passed by.

Though I've heard them say
It is dangerous to stay
ln the woods late at night

However, it seemed to be
the best night
I have ever had in my life.
PRAGYA, lX, Rukmini Devi public
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The rumbling of the leaves

started the show

Then everything raised from
low.

Magpies, Robins and cuck-
00s,

Started their mesmerising

chorus.

The lakes were reflecting
moonlight throughout the
woods,

The fishes in the lakes
glanced outwards,

Then jumping with excite-
ment,

They seemed as if they
danced.

Then started the spectacle,
Nocturnal animals all out,
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